Part-time or Full-time Multilingual Internet Marketing Work for Students

Do you love to surfing on the internet & learn online marketing skills?

If yes, Site Media (site-media.co.uk), which is a start up company currently setting up an office in riga, offering a great opportunity to newly graduates to learn skills in online marketing (search engine optimisation, google advertising, web).

Necessary:
- fluent spoken english
- very good english writing skills
- excellent office word & excel skills
- Language skills like Latvian, Russian, Turkish, Bulgarian, Polish, French or German

desirable but not necessary:
- multilingual in russian, polish, turkish, other languages
- any web design skills such as css, html, php
- blogging experience
- marketing experience

We work on several projects such as:
- website marketing
- blogging
- link building (getting links from other sites by emailing them)
- creating new websites and domain hunting
- web content writing
- business development (reaching potential clients)
- new projects like www.wage.lv (Algas kalkulators) for Latvian & Russian speakers

We are looking for web and marketing assistants who could be trained and work on these projects. Any experience with web business such as design or marketing is plus. And html, php or css skills are always a plus.

Please email me your CV and net salary expection at adamfgul@gmail.com.